Concerns about the integrity of submitted and published research can create headaches for editors. Mishandling such cases can have serious consequences for both journals and researchers. One feature that makes such cases particularly challenging is that editors rarely have all the information they need to resolve them, and journals lack both the resources and the legal authority to carry out formal investigations. It is therefore inevitable that editors will need to liaise with institutions when serious concerns arise about the integrity of research reported in submissions to journals. However, despite being essential, such liaison between editors and universities is often difficult, especially when editors need to contact institutions in other countries where codes of conduct, disciplinary procedures, and employment law may be unfamiliar.

Although journals and institutions both have important responsibilities regarding research integrity cases, their focuses are different. For example, editors as guardians of the scientific record have responsibilities to their readers to correct or retract publications that are misleading, and to do this promptly, regardless of whether problems are due to deliberate misconduct or honest error. However, institutions usually focus solely on determining whether an individual researcher has committed misconduct and they may be legally obliged to maintain confidentiality until a full investigation (with rights of appeal) has been completed. So, while a journal may request information to enable it to publish an Expression of Concern, an institution may be unable to provide any details because of local employment law. Journals also have responsibilities to authors, and want to ensure they have a fair hearing, and may therefore be reluctant to raise concerns with employers that might eventually prove to be unfounded.

These challenges were recognized almost a decade ago in guidelines developed by COPE (the Committee On Publication Ethics) and they have been discussed at various meetings including the World Conferences on Research Integrity. From these discussions, it became clear that further, practical guidance might be helpful, and this was the starting point for developing the CLUE recommendations (on Cooperation and Liaison between Universities and Editors) which have recently been published in Research Integrity & Peer Review.

The recommendations cover topics such as what journal editors should do when peer reviewers say findings look ‘too good to be true’ or feel that something is ‘not quite right’ about a manuscript but don’t have specific evidence of misconduct. Another topic is whether journals should always raise concerns with authors first or whether there are situations in which it is better to contact the authors’ institution directly (to avoid the destruction of evidence).

CLUE makes recommendations for journals, institutions and others involved, such as funders and regional research integrity organizations. However, it also recognizes that some of the difficulties facing journals and institutions over research integrity cases can only be resolved by changes in legislation or new practices and policies (such as the possibility of authors waiving the right to a confidential investigation when they submit work to a journal). Recognizing employers’ needs to follow relevant laws and guidelines for disciplinary proceedings sometimes conflicts with journals’ needs to alert readers promptly to serious problems with published work. The guidance therefore calls on institutions to develop mechanisms for determining the integrity of a publication (or manuscript) that are distinct from, but would not preclude, investigations into whether researchers have committed misconduct.

We hope that this new publication will act as a focus for discussion between journals, research institutions, and other parties to improve cooperation on research integrity cases and concerns, which will ensure that they are resolved promptly, effectively, and fairly.
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